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A A 
Appendix x 

A. ll  Useful atom-optical numbers for 87Rb 

Spec t roscopy::  [143,144] 
D ll  l in e A0 (5s 2 S1 / 2 -+ 5p 2P1 / 2) 

naturall  lifetime r = 1/r 
naturall  l inewidth T/2n 

saturat ionn intensity IQ = irhcT/3\Q 

D 22 l in e A0 (5s 2Sl/2 -+ 5p 2P3/2) 
T T 

r/27T T 

Io Io 
Laserr  coo l ing (D2 l ine): 

Dopplerr temperature To = KT /2k-Q 
Dopplerr capture velocity T/ZCL 

typ.. Doppler velocity tt> = \f2k-B,Tu/M 

recoill  temperature TR = (Hk\,)2/Mks 

==  2ER/kB 

recoill  velocity ÜR = Kh^/M 
recoill  frequency WR = E^/h = hk\j/2M 

thermall  De Broglie A = h/^2TrMkBT 
wavelength h 

Grav i ta t ion ::  Mg/kB 

Mg/h Mg/h 

Mg/vB Mg/vB 

A t o m i cc col l is ions: [63] 02,2 (s-wave scattering, 

a i ,_ii  length aF,m) 

Generall  cons tan ts: h/k^ 
kB/h kB/h 
li^/h li^/h 

/W& B B 

9 9 

795.00 nm 
27.70(4)) ns 

5.755 MHz 
1.499 m W / c m2 

780.22 nm 
26.24(4)) ns 

6.077 MHz 
1.677 m W / c m2 

1466 fiK 

4.77 m/s 

16.77 cm/s 

3611 nK 

5.888 m m /s 
2TTT x 3.77 kHz 

15.55 nm ( T p) 
3122 n m ( TR ) 

1.033 mK/cm 
21.44 MHz/cm 
15.33 G/cm 

109(10)) a0 

106(6)) a0 

48.00 /xK/MH z 
20.88 kHz// iK 
1.400 MHz/G 
67.22 / iK / G 
0.677 K / T 
0.988 (cm/s) /ms 

119 9 
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A.22 Fresnel coefficients for evanescent waves 

Fresnell  coefficients are usually derived for the (complex) reflection and transmission 
coefficientt of light incident with an angle 0j < 0C at a dielectric interface, where the 
internall  reflection is not total [6,7]. However, these formulas can also be used for 
totall  internal reflection (TIR), 0j > (9C. i.e. with a complex "transmission angle1'. 
Snel'ss law, sin0t = n s in^ > 1, then is written as 

cosött - i \/n2sïn291 - 1 . (A.l ) 

Thee wave vectors and polarisations maintain their common form using the complex 
anglee 0t. The wave vectors are 

kii  = nk0 (sinOi. 0, eos6>;). (A.2) 

ktt = k0{sm6t, 0. cos0t ) . (A.3) 

Thee polarisations are 

Sii = st = (0. 1. 0 ). (A.4) 

Pll = ( -cosö j, 0, sinflj), (A.5) 

p tt = ( - c o s 0t , 0. s in0t ) . (A.6) 

Notee that pt is not normalised in the usual way, p*  pt ^ 1- Instead, it obeys the 
normalisationn pt-pt = 1- The reflection and transmission coefficients also keep the 
commonn form, 

nn cosöj — cos#t n cos 9\ - i \J n2 sin2 9\ — 1 
r ss = —  — = t ^ , (A . i j 

nn cosÖi + i \J n2 sin2 0y — I n n coss 0[ + cos 9t 

2nn cosöj 

nn cos 

COS0; ; 

0[0[  + cos 9t 

—— n cos9x 

coss 6\ + n cos 9t 

2?77 C O S 0J 

2n2n cos9[ 

nn cos 0\ + i \Jn2 sin2 0; — 1 

coss 9i — in V " 2 sin2 9\ — 1 

coss 9\ + i n \/n2 sin2 9\ — 1 

InIn COS î 

coss 0i + n cos 0t cos 9, + i n \A72sin20, - 1 

(A.8) ) 

(A.9) ) 

(A.10) ) 

Howeverr the transmission occurs into the evanescent wave, ts and rp are proportion-
alityy factors between the incident and the evanescent field amplitude. Indeed we 
findfind |rs,p| = 1. 
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A. 33 Ligh t forces and scatter ing rat e 

A.3.11 Two-level atoms 
AA detailed description of the atom-light interaction can be found, e.g., in Ref. [2]. 
Wee assume an atom with a ground state \g) and an excited state |e) of lifetime 
rr = 1/r, where V is the natural transition linewidth, e.g. with Y/2ir = 6.1 MHz for 
thee rubidium D2 line. The states are separated by hu>0, and the detuning of a laser 
frequencyy OJL is defined as 5 — cüh — co0. A useful expression in the description of the 
atom-lightt coupling is the Rabi frequency for a given laser intensity 1^'-

nnRR =  (A.ii) 
VV o 

Itt describes the resonant (6 — 0) cycling frequency between the ground and excited 
statee population. The saturation intensity is defined as /o = nhcT/3Ajj, with the 
opticall  wavelength A0. 

Scatteringg rate and spontaneous force.— The atomic scattering rate is ob-
tainedd by solving the "Optical Bloch Equations" (OBE). These describe the evo-
lutionn of the density operator a of an atom coupled to the light field. We obtain 
thee OBE's for the Bloch vector, (u,v,w), by the elimination of the fast evolution 
occ exp^a )̂ of the laser oscillation in the "rot at ing-wave approximation", and using 
thee transform {<7ge,creg,<7gg,<Tee}  = {ageexp (—iu;Lt),aegexp (iuj^t), <7gg,0"ee}: 

11 ,„  . , 
22 V^ge + °egj , 

7T-7T- ( ^g e ~~ ^ e g) j 

—— [<7 ee ~ Vgg) , 

XLXL  = 

VV = 

WW -

xx r 
2 2 

== -6u-QRw--v, 

-- flviv — Fw . 
KK 2 

(A.12) ) 

(A.13) ) 

(A.14) ) ww — 

Thee component w describes half the population inversion between the atomic states. 
AA useful notation is also the saturation parameter: 

SoSo = ' ^L- = - J - ^ . (A.15) 
22 *" + (£) ! + (r) '" 

Ass a steady-state solution for the scattering rate F', i.e. the excited state population 
<Teee , we find: 

r'' = r^" -T2ïh- ïTÏWTï'ï- (A"16) 

Thee recoil, /UtL, from absorbed photons causes radiation pressure or, the "sponta-
neouss light force", Fsp = hkLF'. This force saturates for s 0 > l a s Fsp = ftkLr/2. 
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Farr  off-resonance dipole potent ia ls.— In the limi t of large detuning, 
\6\\6\ 3> T, we can approximate the saturation parameter by s0 w ( r /2^ )27L / / 0 . If also 
\S\\S\ » ÜR, the eigenstates of the atom-light interaction approach the uncoupled 
states,, \g) and |e), and the coupling to the field effectively causes a "light shift" of 
thesee states or, a "dipole potential". If in this limi t also the saturation parameter 
iss small, s0 « 1, the (ground state) light shift and the scattering rate are given as: 

N""  W * § = Si <A17> 
r ' «« k * ¥ = S i «AI8> 

Thee ratio of light shift and scattering rate is now simply U&p(hT' « 5/T. Since 
thee light shift is usually spatially varying, its gradient represents the "dipole force", 
Fdip(r)) = -VWdip(r). " 

A.3.22 Multilevel atoms — rubidium hyperfine structure 

Inn the interaction of a multilevel atom with a laser field, the polarisation state of 
thee light has to be considered together with the coupling strengths of the various 
opticall  transitions between atomic sublevels. For example, the D2 line of  87Rb is 
aa Jg — 1/2 —> Je = 3/2 transition. The coupling to the nuclear spin, I = 3/2, 
resultss in the hyperfine structure with the ground and excited states Fg = {1,2} 
andd Fv — {0,1, 2. 3} , respectively, shown in Fig. 3.7. 

Sphericall  polar isat ion basis.— The expression (A. 11) for the Rabi frequency 
hass its origin in the coupling of the atomic dipole moment to the electric field, 
writtenn as E — ( l / 2 )e£exp ( — iujt) -t- c.c: 

ÜÜRR = 2 ^ - ^ . (A.19) 

Thee matrix element of the dipole operator D is here d = (g\Y)\e), the electric field 
amplitudee is £, and the field polarisation is given by the unit vector e. 

I tt may be useful to work in a spherical basis {ê_,ê0,ê+}, that is defined in the 
cartesiann basis {x,y,z} as: 

6oo = 1 , €+ = ^ = 0 . (A.20) 

Thesee basis vectors describe a~, 7r, and cr+-polarised light with respect to the de-
liberatelyy chosen ^/-direction. The dipole operator can now be expressed in the 
sphericall  basis, D-} — D  êj, where j — {0, . 
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Reducedd dipole matri x elements.— Writing ground and exited state of a 
rubidiumm atom as |Fg,mg) and |Fe,me), the Wigner-Eckart theorem is applied to 
factorisee the dipole matrix element: 

(Fg,mg|£>j|Fe,me>> = (Fg|D|Fe) (Fe,me, U | Fg , mg ) . (A.21) 

Thee first term is the "reduced dipole matrix element", DFgiFe. It is independent of 
thee atomic orientation, i.e. polarisation and sublevel structure. The second term is a 
Clebsch-Gordann coefficient, describing the coupling of the sublevels to the spherical 
polarisationn component j of the light field. 

Thee reduced matrix elements are calculated starting from the matrix element 
D2,33 for t n e closed transition of the rubidium D2 line, which is equivalent to the 
reducedd matrix element of a two-level atom. This can be expressed using the 
Eqs.. (A.11), (A.19), the saturation intensity, and the relation Ih = (l/2)£0c\£\2: 

D23D23 = \JhT^  ̂ = 2.53xHT29Cm. (A.22) 

Thee reduced matrix elements of the other hyperfine transitions are calculated by 

£Fg,Fee = A.3 {-i)F<+J'+I+1 y/(2Je + l)(2Fg + 1) I 2 Fjeg } } 6 . .(A-23) 

ddFF,,ee = ^ . (A.24) 
D D 2,3 3 

wheree dp >Fe is a dimensionless expression relative to the closed transition. The 
Racahh "6j" symbol and the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients can be calculated, using 
e.g.. the Mathematica software package (Wolfram Research). 

Light-shif tt  Hamiltonian for  rubidium. — In order to calculate the light-shift 
Hamiltoniann for a given polarisation e, it is useful to define a "reduced light-shift 
Hamiltonian""  A(Fg,Fe,ê) with matrix elements Amg,mg(Fg, Fe,ê), which result from 
thee angular part of Eq. (A.21), see e.g. Ref. [79]. 

Wee therefore define a tensor C(Fg, Fe) with the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients as 
elements,, Cme,mg,j(Fg,Fe) = <Fg,mg, 1, j |Fe,me) . The elements of the polarisability 
tensorr A(FS, Fe) are therewith defined as: 

gj(Fg,Fe)) = ^Cm e,m g i j(Fg,Fe)Cm e,m^(Fg,Fe) . (A.25) 

Theyy describe the coupling to the light field in terms of an excitation of an atom 
fromm |Fg,mg) to |Fe,me + j) by the component e} of the polarisation ê, followed by 
aa (stimulated) deexcitation to |Fg, m'g = mg + j - j') by the component ey. 
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Thee reduced light-shift Hamiltonian is now defined in the spherical polarisation 
basiss as: 

A(Fg )Fe,ê)) = &.A{F t,Fe\ (A.26) ) 

Inn low-saturation and for large detuning, the light-shift Hamiltonian for a rubidium 
atomm in the ground state Fg can be written similarly to the 2-level expression of 
Eq.. (A.17): 

UUv v 
r 2 / L ^ 4 FF A(Fg,Fe,ê) 
88 /0 V 3FK ,Fe e 

(A.27) ) 

Thiss expression has to be calculated for both the Dl and the D2 line, summing over 
p(Dl) ) {1,2}}  and F (D2) ) {0,1,, 2,3}, respectively. Also the reduced dipole matrix 

elementss have to be calculated for both lines. The total light shift is obtained as 

ff are usually UUFF
tottot''  = UF ++ Ltv  ̂ . However, either the detunings 5F p or <5F ' 

smalll  compared to the splitting of 7.2 THz (or 15 nm) between the D-lines. Thus 
calculatingg the dominant contribution may be sufficient. 

A.3.33 Transition matrix elements for 8 'Rb 

-11 o +1 

^ 9 =1 1 

(Dl) ) Figur ee A. l : Transition matrix elements of the Dl line: 60 (dp F Cm<!.m j ( F g , Fe) ) 
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D2 2 -33 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 

-11 0 +1 
F 9 = 1 1 

(D2) ) Figur ee A.2: Transition matrix elements of the D2 line: 60 (dp F Cm e i m gj (F g, Fe)) 
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A.44 Analysis of absorption images 

Duee to the vertical symmetry axis of our mirror configuration, a factorised spatial 
densityy of N atoms is assumed, 

p(r)p(r) = Npx(x)py(y)pz(z) , N = jjj  p{r)dr3, (A.28) 

pAx)pAx) = —I— expf-^V (A.29) 

Py(y)Py(y) similarly with ay = —. (A.30) 
X X 

Thee absorption measurements project the distributions onto the .rc-plane, while 
integratingg in the y-direction (the line-of-sight). The coordinates in the xc-plane 
cann be defined as r' = {x.z). An absorption image, A(r') — Id(r')/I L(r'), is the 
ratioo of the detected probe laser intensity, /d(r'), and the incident intensity, IL(T'). 
Forr a coordinate r' in the detection plane, the absorption law is written as: 

^^ = -p(T)ff(6)I(r), (A.31) 

-v-^ïïk?--v-^ïïk?- (A32) 

Here,, a(6) is the detuning dependent absorption cross section for unity Clebsch-
Gordann coefficients [34], By integration along the ̂ -direction, the relation between 
thee absorption image, -4{r') , and the atomic density is found in the arc-projection: 

P ( r ')) = - l n ^ ( r ' ) = Na(S) p*{x)pz{z). (A.33) 

Fromm the image data, a line sum along x can be formed, which leads to the vertical 
atomicc density, pz(z): 

/

+-O0 0 

\nA{r')dz\nA{r')dz = Na{6)pz{z). 
DO DO 

(A.34) ) 

Thee projected density, X>(r'), allows to read out the horizontal Gaussian width, ax 

Hence,, by the Eqs. (A.29) and (A.30), the 3D density from Eq. (A.28) is known. 


